
Context
Greetings cards are an illustrated, folded card usually in an envelope that express a range of
sentiments – such as celebrations, congratulations, thanks, regrets and condolences. They are
often related to specific dates such as St. Valentine’s Day, religious holidays or big landmarks
in your life, like turning 21 or the birth of a child.
The brief
Create a range of cards for sentiments or events that are worthy of a greetings card, but are
currently not catered for by card manufactures.
The cards could be linked to other calendar events, obscure Saints days, sporting calendars or
any other happening that is worth celebrating or commiserating. You may wish to explore
some of life’s other landmarks that currently don’t feature in greetings cards, like getting your
first grey hairs, being released from prison or any other personal landmark someone might
want to share.
Requirements
Your will need to design the cover of your card and the message inside. You may choose to
include the envelope within your design work as well as explore the possibility of pop-ups or
other forms of cards.
At least three finished cards will be produced, which can either be unrelated or work as a
series linked to the same sentiment. Base the dimensions of your cards on a size of envelope
that you have available to you.
Work through the design process, documenting it in your research file as you go:
• Analyse the brief
Read the brief, identifying keywords, communication issues and design problems
• Research and develop ideas
Identify the primary and secondary research you need to undertake. This brief requires
some lateral thinking: develop ideas that are unexpected, obvious and fun.
• Visualise your ideas
Use mood boards to explore the feel of your sentiments, visualise your ideas through
thumbnails and create mock-ups of your cards.
• Critique your work
Write a short rationale for each of your ideas explaining your decision-making process.
Evaluate your design work, try and include other people in this process.
• Finish your artwork
Create at least three finished cards that are of the highest visual quality that you can
achieve at this time. Use appropriate DTP, image manipulation and/or illustration
software to complete them. Remember to check for spelling, typos and accuracy.

Broad research

Categories of greeting cards

Sending Occasions

The greeting card industry uses its own terminolgy to define card sending 

occasions and styles of cards. This section explains the main occasions and some 

of the category titles used in the Henries awards.

Spring Seasons

Spring Seasons sending occasions comprise Valentine's Day, Mother's Day, Father's Day and 

Easter. Falling on 14 February, Valentine's Day is first of the Spring Seasons events and the only 

fixed Spring Seasons date. The rest are all moveable dates as seen below.

Spring Seasons - Moveable Dates

        Occasion       2016       2017       2018

Mother's Day 6 March 26 March 11 March

Easter Day 27 March 16 April 1 April

Father's Day 19 June 18 June 17 June

Everyday

Everyday cards are cards for events that can happen on any day of the year. Everyday is generally 

divided into Birthday/Blank and Ages, Relations and Occasions.

Ages are birthday cards for specific ages and are divided into children's ages (often ages 1-5 

younger ages and 6 -10 with different designs for girls and boys) and adult milestone ages, 18, 21 

30, 40, 50 etc.

Everyday occasions include titles such as Congratulations, Christening, Engagement, Get Well, New 

Baby (Girl, Boy), New Home, New Job, Sorry You Are Leaving, Sympathy, Thank You, Thinking of 

You, Wedding, Wedding Anniversary.

Relations cards are birthday cards for family relations, such as Mother (Mum), Father (Dad), Brother, 

Sister, Grandmother, Grandfather, Auntie, Uncle, Nephew, Niece etc.

Christmas

Christmas is divided into Christmas counter cards, also known as Christmas singles (sold 

individually) and Christmas Boxes or Packs, which are packs or boxes of multiple Christmas cards.

Wedding Anniversaries

1st Paper

2nd Cotton

3rd Leather or muslin

4th Fruit, flowers or silk

5th Wood

6th Iron or Sugar

7th Copper or Wool

8th Electrical or Bronze

9th Pottery or Willow

10th Tin or Aluminium

11th Steel

12th Linen or Silk

13th Lace

14th Ivory

15th Crystal

20th China

Greeting Card 

Occasions List

There are so many occasions when a 
greeting card can be given to someone.

This is a list of some of the main ones:

Birthday
Celebrate the day when someone was 
born by giving them a greeting card to 
wish them a Happy Birthday.

Wedding Anniversary
A Happy Anniversary card is usually given 
by a wives and husbands to each other 
and also to the married couple by friends 
and relatives on wedding anniversary.

New Baby
Greeting cards for a new baby are given to 
new parents to congratulate them on the 
birth of their baby.

Get Well
When someone is sick cheer them up with 
a get well message.

Sympathy
Express your sympathy for the loss of a 
loved one.

Engagement
Send congratulations to the happy couple 
on their engagement to be married.

Wedding
A wedding day greeting card sends best 
wishes to the bride and groom for their 
marriage.

Bridal Shower/Kitchen 

Tea
A card is given with a gift for the bride for 
her new home with her husband.

Congratulations
Events in life call for a congratulations 
such as: a job promotion, graduation or 
just about anything that is a really 
important achievement for someone.

Thank You
There are lots and lots of reasons to say 
thank you. It can be for a gift or for a 
gesture.

Friendship
Use a greeting card to tell your friend how 
important their friendship is to you and 
how much you appreciate them.

Love
Say I love you with a greeting card.

Bon Voyage
Wish you all the best on your holiday, 
vacation, trip.

Christmas
December 25th. Send your seasons 
greetings for the festive season.

Valentines Day
February 14th. A traditional day to tell 
those you love how you feel about them.

Mothers Day
A special day for mothers to tell them how 
much you love and appreciate them.

Fathers Day
A special day for fathers to tell them how 
much you love and appreciate them.

Sorry
A card to say you’re sorry.

Thinking of You
Tell someone they are on your mind. They 
many be going through a hard time or you 
may just want to let them know that you 
care about them.

New Home
Welcome to your new home.

From <https://www.studiomiragegreetings.com/greeting-
card-occasions-list/> 

Cool •

Creative •

Father's Day •

Thanksgiving •

Spring Festival •

Festival •

Vintage •

Greeting •

Valentine's Day •

New Year's Eve •

Friendship •

Thank You •

Wishing •

Love •

Christmas •

Halloween •

Wedding •

Funny •

Invitation •

Mother's Day •

Holiday •

New Year •

Birthday •

Easter•

Popular 
Card 
Categories

From 
<https://www.fotor.com/design/card/
greeting> 

Almost Gone •

Animal Cards •

Anniversary Cards •

Best Selling Cards •

Birthday Cards •

Card Packs •

Cards For Dad •

Cards For Her •

Cards For Kids •

Cards For Mom •

Christmas Cards •

Congratulations Cards •

Disney •

Father's Day Cards •

Flower Cards •

Fourth of July Cards •

Game of Thrones •

Get Well Cards •

Graduation Cards •

Halloween Cards •

Hanukkah Cards •

Holiday Cards •

Jurassic World Cards •

Last Hurrah •

LGBTQ Cards •

Love Cards •

Marvel Cards •

Miracle Flights •

Mother's Day Cards •

New Baby Cards •

New Card Designs •

Retirement Cards •

Sports Cards •

Spring Greeting Cards •

Star Wars Cards •

Stationery •

Summer Greeting Cards •

Sympathy Cards •

Thank You Cards •

Thanksgiving Cards •

The Beatles Cards •

Travel Themed Cards •

Tree Cards •

Valentine's Day Cards •

Wedding Cards•

From <https://www.lovepopcards.com/collections/miracle-flights> 

Assignment 2 - Thinking of you (Initial  thoughts)
11 June 2019 16:00
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20th China

25th Silver

30th Pearl

35th Coral or Jade

40th Ruby

45th Sapphire

50th Gold

60th Diamond

Definitions of some of the Henries Awards Card Categories

Cute

These are card designs that are for adults (not children) that make you go ‘aahh’. They are sweet 

and adorable illustrated or photographic images that can be animals, children or just really cute 

characters that pull on your heart-strings.

Contemporary Trend Cards

Design-led, modern card designs, that can have photographic elements, but are mainly graphic and 

usually led by or inspired by contemporary culture.

Wholesale Cards

Greeting cards sold into retail via wholesalers or cash & carries.

Traditional Words & Sentiments Cards

Word and font-based cards that pull on the heart-strings with the sentiments they convey.

Contemporary Words & Sentiments Cards

Succinct word and font-based cards that pull on the heart-strings with the sentiments they convey.

From <http://www.greetingcardassociation.org.uk/resources/for-publishers/the-market/sending-occasions> 

Awards

The Henries Celebrates Greeting Cards In The UK

The UK leads the world in greeting cards, both in design and per capita send - The Henries awards celebrate this pre-eminence.

Named after Sir Henry Cole (who introduced the first commercially produced Christmas card over 160 years ago), The Henries were introduced by 
Progressive Greetings Worldwide magazine in 1996 as annual awards to shine the spotlight on greeting card ranges.

The Henries Awards are the ultimate accolades in greeting card publishing, and each year some 14,000 cards are entered!

The Henries award categories span the whole gamut of greeting card publishing, from humour to cute, art to handmade and everything in between. 

(See Categories).

From <http://www.thehenriesawards.co.uk/> 

The Lynn Tait Most Promising Young Artist Or Designer

Sponsored by Paperchase

Best Cute Range

Sponsored by Alpha Colour

Best Spring Seasons Range

Sponsored by GF Smith

Best Contemporary Trend Range

Best Humorous Range

Sponsored by Transwrap

Best Art Range

Sponsored by Top Drawer

Best Handmade or Hand-finished Range

Sponsored by Ebb Paper

Best Contemporary Words and Sentiments Range

Sponsored by The Digital Hub

Best Traditional Words and Sentiments Range

Best Male Range

Sponsored by Slater Harrison

Best Children's Range

Sponsored by Loxleys UK 

Best Wholesale Range

Sponsored by LB Warehousing

Best Occasions or Relations Range

Sponsored by Fedrigoni UK

Best Christmas Box or Pack

Sponsored by Gould Paper Sales UK 
www.gouldpaper.com

Best Christmas Counter Cards Range

Sponsored by Windles

Best Photographic Range

Sponsored by Spring Fair and Autumn Fair

Best Licensed Card Range

Sponsored by Skeet Print

Best Giftwrappings Collection

Sponsored by PG Live

The Henry Cole Classic Award

Greeting of the Season
The annual “Louie” awards honor the greeting card industry’s best. But in an era of 
Facebook birthday posts, is there much to celebrate?

By Heather Schwedel 
May 31, 20182:24 PM 
Tweet •

Share •

Comment •

Photo illustration by Slate. Photos by Gabriel Olsen/FilmMagic and lavendartime/iStock.

At the Oscars, presenters famously ask for “the envelope, please.” The Louies, the so -called Oscars of the greeting card industry, may be the only award show where 

presenters are liable to linger over the envelopes themselves. 

For 29 years now, the Greeting Card Association has hosted the awards—named for Louis Prang, the man widely credited with popularizing greeting cards in America —with 
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Best Licensed Card Range

Sponsored by Skeet Print

Best Giftwrappings Collection

Sponsored by PG Live

The Henry Cole Classic Award

Sponsored by Sherwood Press

Best Service To The Independent Retailer

Sponsored by Herbert Walkers

Honorary Achievement Award

Sponsored by UK Envelopes Centre 

From <http://www.thehenriesawards.co.uk/categories/> 

Award winners

https://stoptheclockdesign.com/brand/brushstrokes/

Best Contemporary Trend Range
Brush Strokes from Stop The Clock Design

From <http://www.thehenriesawards.co.uk/winners-2018/> 

Best Art Range
David Doran from U Studio Design

From <http://www.thehenriesawards.co.uk/winners-2018/> 

https://ustudio.shop/collections/cards-david-doran

Best Handmade or Hand-Finished Range

Photo illustration by Slate. Photos by Gabriel Olsen/FilmMagic and lavendartime/iStock.

At the Oscars, presenters famously ask for “the envelope, please.” The Louies, the so -called Oscars of the greeting card industry, may be the only award show where 

presenters are liable to linger over the envelopes themselves. 

For 29 years now, the Greeting Card Association has hosted the awards—named for Louis Prang, the man widely credited with popularizing greeting cards in America —with 

categories ranging from Birthday General (split into Above $4 and Below $4 heats) to Christmas Humorous to Wedding Invitation s Deluxe. Also as in Hollywood, major players 

like Hallmark vie against indies hoping to break through to the mainstream. Where the Oscars culminate in Best Picture, the L ouies even have an equivalent: Card of the Year

From <https://slate.com/human-interest/2018/05/the-greeting-card-industry-awards-adapt-to-an-industry-in-flux.html> 
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Best Handmade or Hand-Finished Range
Paper Kisses from Janie Wilson

From <http://www.thehenriesawards.co.uk/winners-2018/> 

https://www.janiewilson.co.uk/shop/ranges/paper-kisses

Popup cards

https://www.lovepopcards.com/

http://www.upwithpaper.com/products/cards/treasures/

http://www.secondnature.co.uk/

Home •
30th Annual LOUIE Awards Gallery •

From <https://greetingcard.secure-platform.com/a/gallery?roundId=24 > 
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send a message nothing beats receiving a traditional greeting card 

in the mail.

Whether you need to wish someone ‘happy birthday’ or tell them ‘I’m 

sorry’, there are a whole lot of funny, unusual and heartfelt cards out there 

to help express your feelings.

To save you from roaming through the card aisles, we’ve selected our 

favourite stationery shops and independent artists offering a wide 

selection of greeting cards for all thoughts and occasions. Just don’t 

forget to pick up a stamp.

Cardology

If you're searching for a card with the wow factor, then look no further than 

Cardology who offer handmade 3D pop up cards for every occasion. 

Whether you need a card for graduation, Christmas or birthdays, these 

cards are truly something special.

Gotamago on Etsy

This clever card from Gotamago is an Etsy best-seller. Handmade using 

watercolour on recycled paper, You're the rarest of them all is 

our favourite greeting from Gotamago - who also make adorable gift tags, 

totes and an entire range of sweetly unique cards.

£3.87 | Gotamago on Etsy | Buy it now

George the Cardmaker

Tongue'n cheek leads the way with a card from George. Wickedly funny, 

unapologetically brash and always straight to the point, George the 

Cardmaker creates cards for friends and family with a sharp sense of 

humour who like to tell it like it is.

£1.95 | George the Cardmaker | Buy it now

We Are In Good Company

Cards for a cause - We Are In Good Company makes greeting cards 

specifically for those recovering from addiction. Founded by two friends 

who met while working in the advertising industry, they set out on a 

mission to create cards that celebrate sobriety - we especially love their 

recently released Father's Day range. It is often difficult to find the right 

words to express the profound love you feel for someone who has battled 

addiction, and regardless if they are one day into recovery or many years 

on, We Are In Good Company has the perfect card with the right words 

that are often hard to find.
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£3 | We Are In Good Company | Buy it now

Paperchase

Paperchase brings humour and plenty of fun to the world of gifts and 

greeting. With designs ranging from cute to completely wacky, the 

stationery brand’s wonderfully curated collection of cards has something 

for everyone and features many small independent artists - the neon 

giraffe design from Ink Sandwich being one of our favourites.

There are branches all over London, but you can place an order online 

and select from various speedy delivery options or Click & Collect 

services.

Shop now

Papier

Founded three years ago, this online stationer aims to encourage people 

in an increasingly digital world to get writing again.

The website offers a wonderful range of personalised cards in every style 

you can think of, from vintage and romantic to funny and floral. While you 

are browsing, make sure to check out its super-cute collaboration with 

Disney – which includes designs featuring Alice in Wonderland, Mickey Mouse 

and Beauty and the Beast.

Shop now

Meri Meri

Meri Meri is best known for its wonderfully chic and stylish partyware for 

children, but it also offers a lovely range of premium greeting cards for 

birthdays, weddings, babies and more. Its products can be shopped 

online and are stocked at John Lewis, Selfridges and House of Fraser.

With bright colours and delightful embellishments, the attention to detail 

here is second to none. Each card comes with a coordinating envelope 

and features a short greeting inside.

Shop now
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Shop now

Kikki-k 

Stationary extraordinaire Kikki-k was founded on the belief that office and 

work accessories should be as pretty as they are practical – an idea that is 

channelled into the greeting cards.

With a card for every occasion, Kikki-k has adorable options with refined 

and minimalist Scandi-inspired designs.

Shop now

Urban Outfitters

While Urban Outfitters is best-known for its carefully curated clothing, the 

greeting cards should not be overlooked.

Urban offers a wide selection of funny, sweet and just plain silly cards that 

are definitely NSFW. Ideal for your best friend or sibling, these cards will 

ensure the recipient cracks a smile.

Shop now

Scribbler

The British card chain is a lifesaver for last minute card-related needs and 

the online offering is even better.

Scribbler also offers the chance for you to add your own text inside and 

send it directly to the recipient.

Shop now

Mean Mail 

As the company’s name suggests, the cards created by them are a world 

away from the sweet nothings you might find on traditional greetings 

cards. The messages are writ large on the front of the card, with the 

inside blank for anything else you might have to add. We especially love 

the millennial touches – the ombre design and pastel colour schemes in pick n 

mix hues.

With sentiments like ‘My mum made me write this’ and ‘thanks for nothing’ 

emblazoned across the front, these are for best friends or, if you’re feeling 

punchy, worst enemies.
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£3.50 | Mean Mail | Buy it now

TOAST

Muted, understated and blank inside, this set of 12 block-printed cards 

features six different designs including small bronze circles, leaf motifs 

and golden hexagons in a repeat pattern. Made using Nepalese lokta 

papers, TOAST stationery is hand block printed by women in the 

Kathmandu Valley.

The finish is textured, but this doesn’t hinder writing, with ink gliding on 

smoothly without bleeding too much into the paper.

The envelope is plain and made from recycled paper.

£20 | TOAST | Buy it now

Noi

This hand drawn stripe type design offers a very cheery greeting. Noi 

boast a range of other designs, largely floral all with a punchy palette so 

bright it borders on neon.

These are brilliant value but don’t compromise on quality. At this price 

point you’d be forgiven for thinking the card might be on the flimsy side or 

the envelopes thin and crepey. Not so. These are gorgeous, luxury 

items – for a steal.

From £4.50 per pack of six | Noi | Buy it now

Reverie Studio

I love these personalised correspondence cards by boutique stationer 

Reverie Studio. The design is so simple and so pleasing. The muted 

tones of the colourways – a pale pink, a mustard yellow and an oaty grey are 

soothing and unusual.

The cards are printed by hand using a vintage letter press onto recycled 

paper. The studio also offer a range of adorable cards for every occasion 

with fun messages or illustrations.
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From £30 for a set of 10 | Reverie Studio | Buy it now

L’Objet 

At just shy of £100 for 12, these are for when you are really, really 

thankful. Perhaps someone bought you a yacht or a unicorn which poops 

ingots of gold for Christmas.

The design has an art deco feel, with a surrealist eye – traditionally a 

symbol of good luck and protection - in different colours on each card.

Even the envelopes are extra special, lined in gold.

The box these come in is a work of art in itself, so you’ll have something 

lovely to keep even after the last card has been posted.

From <https://www.standard.co.uk/shopping/esbest/best-greeting-cards-uk-paperchase-etsy-birthday-wedding-celebration-
a3855781.html> 

http://tms-inter.com/3d-lenticular/

Ideas

BUCHAN PERIODS

These are periods of the year formulated by Alexander Buchan an eminent 
meteorologist in the 19th century, who, working from his Edinburgh base, found that 
there were throughout the year periods when the temperature and conditions were 
either cooler or warmer than the average, hence the names cold and warm periods. 
These periods are fixed dates, and many will coincide with other material factors to be 
of considerable value. I have used them for over 30 years and find them, even here in 
the SE, quite reliable.

COLD PERIODS: 

February 7th to 14th.

April 11th to 14th.

May 9th to 14th.

June 9th to 14th.

29th June to 4th July.

November 6th to 13th.

WARM PERIODS: 

July 13th to 15th.

August 12th to 15th.

December 3rd to 14th.

NOTE: How accurate are the above? August warm period has provided the 'heat waves' 
of 2003 and 2006 in recent years.

It is also invariably mild in the two weeks before Christmas

Rain is invariably a visitor to Wimbledon Tennis at the end of June caused by the cold 
period.

The Blackthorn Winter 11th - 14th April and Ice Maidens 11th - 14th May

DAYS OF PREDICTION

What  if  by Randal Munroe (xkcd)

https://what-if.xkcd.com/

23 Fascinating Maths 

Facts You'll Probably 

Never Need To Use
Proof is left as an exercise for the reader. 

1. If you write out pi to two decimal 

places, backwards it spells "pie". 

From <https://www.buzzfeed.com/kellyoakes/maths-facts-youll-probably-never-
need-to-use> 

From <https://www.buzzfeed.com/kellyoakes/maths-facts-youll-probably-never-
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There are thirteen such Days of Prediction, all are fixed dates with the exception of 
Good Friday, that is a moveable Christian feast, all bear saints names, and each day 
gives an indication of the weather until the next such day. However, whilst Quarter Days 
can be very reliable wind direction indicators, Days of Prediction, whilst reasonable 
cannot be so accurate, and therefore, as such have to used with care and due regard to 
the surrounding data. They are however useful and have their uses.

25th January - St Paul.

2nd February - Candlemass.

21st March - St Benedict.

Good Friday - Moveable dates.

25th May - St Urban.

15th June - St Vitus.

24th June - St John.

15th July - St Swithun.

6th August - Transfiguration.

24th August - St Bartholomew.

29th September - Michaelmass.

11th November - St Martin.

21st December - St Thomas.

There are those that state that 6th August- Transfiguration Day - is also a Day of 
Prediction, however, my experience is that this is not reliable as such and as others 
have stated elsewhere it is out of sequence with the above. I therefore, over the years 
and experience have decided not to include this day in my methodology, which whilst 
included in some lists, is not in mine.

Detail for each of the above days is contained within the monthly data in which the day 
occurs, and since there are now nearly twelve months of monthly data on the website 
(how time flies!), it is possible to refer to each of the above min the appropriate month 
entry.

Auth

From <http://www.weatherwithouttechnology.co.uk/weather_without_technology_definitions.html> 

Pop un cards

How to Make a Pop Up Card
Co-authored by wikiHow Staff | Video Team Tested | 12 References 

Explore this Article Making a Pop-Up Card with Tabs Adding a Pop-Up Image to a Card 

without Tabs Article Summary Video Questions & Answers Related Articles 

Pop-up cards are a great twist on the ordinary greeting card. Make a few simple 
cuts into a piece of decorative paper to create a tab. Push the tab forward and 
apply your pop-up image. If you want to work with a card you've purchased, just 
add tabs to the pop-up image and place it in the center of the card. The recipient of 
your pop-up card will love your creation!

Updated: April 2, 2019

From <https://www.wikihow.com/Make-a-Pop-Up-Card> 

Begin by cutting your green sheet of A5 paper down a little, so it fits inside 
your card stock – with a nice rim around the edge.

•

Fold in half.•

Cut some slits. Two long ones about half way, two shorter ones about 1/3 of 
the way, then two long, two short, two long.

•

Life these cuts up and create a crease, they will become the stems of your 
pop up flowers.

•

Open you green sheet of paper up and now turn these stems “inside out”.•

Carefully glue your green sheet of paper with the pop up flower stems onto 
your card stock.

•

Now draw simple black flowers on your coloured paper in varying sizes. You 
can also add bees and ladybirds.

•

Cut these all out.•

Flower Pop Up Card –Written instructions

From <https://www.buzzfeed.com/kellyoakes/maths-facts-youll-probably-never-
need-to-use> 

Mathematics is made of 50 percent formulas, 50 percent 
proofs, and 50 percent imagination.

"A mathematician is a device for turning coffee into 
theorems" (P. Erdos) 
Addendum: American coffee is good for lemmas.

An engineer thinks that his equations are an approximation to 
reality. A physicist thinks reality is an approximation to his 
equations. A mathematician doesn't care.

Old mathematicians never die; they just lose some of their 
functions.

Mathematicians are like Frenchmen: whatever you say to 
them, they translate it into their own language, and forthwith 
it means something entirely different. -- Goethe

Mathematics is the art of giving the same name to different 
things. -- J. H. Poincare 

What is a rigorous definition of rigor?

From <http://www.math.utah.edu/~cherk/mathjokes.html> 
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Carefully stick your paper flowers to your stems. Add paper leaves to your 
pop up flowers if you wish.

•

You can add a little card to the back of the flowers that go on the back of the 
card, to make them pop a little too.

•

Just to finish off your 3D Flower Card for kids – stick some flowers into the 
outside of your flower card and envelope!!

•

Just lovely! Hope you enjoyed this 3D Flower Card and that you have a go making 
it for Mother’s Day or Teacher appreciation day!!!

If you are looking for more flower crafts inspiration – take a peak at these…

And more DIY Cards for Kids to make here –

Some of these Valentines Cards for Kids to Make would be GREAT for Mother’s 
Day too:
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From <https://www.redtedart.com/3d-flower-card-diy/> 

How to Count the Spirals

The sunflower seed pattern used by the National Museum of Mathematics contains many spirals. If 

you count the spirals in a consistent manner, you will always find a Fibonacci number (0, 1, 1, 2, 3, 

5, 8, 13, 21, 34, 55, …). Below are the three most natural ways to find spirals in this pattern. Note 

that the black pattern is identical in all the images on this page. Only the colored lines indicating the 

selected spirals are different.

The red lines show 34 spirals of seeds.

Choosing another slope, the green lines show 55 spirals of seeds.
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And choosing a very shallow slope, the blue lines show 21 spirals of seeds.

From <https://momath.org/home/fibonacci-numbers-of-sunflower-seed-spirals/> 

context of greeting cards 
and their purpose.
From <https://wordpress.com/post/peterhungerfordgd.wordpress.com/262> 

This paper analyzes the social uses and meanings of greeting cards. It argues that cards occupy an 
intermediate and shifting place in between the opposing social categories of 'gift' vs. 'commodity'. The 
fact that the card is not a pure gift is the source of social criticisms of cards as impersonal. But the card's 
ambiguous status is also at the heart of its unique communicative potential. Analysis of specific cards 
and card categories shows how card senders can exploit various and multiple dimensions of the card's 
gift and commodity-like qualities to express socially authenticated identities and sentiments, as well as 
to send subtle and complex new messages about identities and relationships. Card use also shows how 
commodities can be 'appropriated' as gifts in the act of shopping and choosing; moreover, the 
consumption of cards is depicted as a dynamic site of 'virtual' interactions between sender and receiver. 
The specific case of greeting cards is used to illustrate the more general point that most things are not 
intrinsically 'gifts' or 'commodities'. Rather, things acquire these identities by virtue of social interactions 
and processes.

From <https://www.researchgate.net/publication/249632130
_Packaged_Sentiments_The_Social_Meanings_of_Greeting_Cards> 

Card category headings used in card racks
(‘Daughter Birthday’; ‘Group Goodbye’; ‘Sympathy’; ‘Friendship’; ‘Get
Well Grandmother’) refer to generic social ‘occasions’ for sending cards.
Both these category headings and many card texts also refer to senders
and recipients by generic social categories.

According to Stern’s 1988 history of the Hallmark Company,
its founder J.C. Hall invented the greeting card to fill a market niche: the
void between the personal letter and the postcard. He reasoned that
people no longer had time to write long, personal letters but that the
alternative, the postcard, lacked the letter’s ‘from-me-to-you sentiment’

Danet notes the effort
to restore some of this aura in digital texts by the use of ‘distressed’ fonts
that intentionally create a ‘flawed’ look that resembles the imperfection
of handwriting and typewritten texts (1997: 29). These idiosyncracies
and imperfections are some of the physical qualities of the letter that
make it an extension of the sender. In the absence of such physical signs,
Danet writes, as in ‘mechanically duplicated annual collective letters,’
people may react negatively (1997: 18).

The recent marketing of greeting card machines is another sign that
the greeting card industry recognizes the potential for the card to be seen
as lacking in personalization, for personalization is of course the chief
new feature that distinguishes the card machine’s products from the traditional
off-the-shelf card. Card machines not only can produce cards
‘personalized’ with the recipient’s name (‘Happy Birthday, Susan’
instead of ‘Happy Birthday, Niece’) or other pertinent details, but they
are also sites where card buyers invest personal time and energy in the
composition of the card.

The recent marketing of greeting card machines is another sign that
the greeting card industry recognizes the potential for the card to be seen
as lacking in personalization, for personalization is of course the chief
new feature that distinguishes the card machine’s products from the traditional
off-the-shelf card. Card machines not only can produce cards
‘personalized’ with the recipient’s name (‘Happy Birthday, Susan’
instead of ‘Happy Birthday, Niece’) or other pertinent details, but they
are also sites where card buyers invest personal time and energy in the
composition of the card.

About Greeting Cards - General Facts

Americans purchase approximately 6.5 billion greeting cards each year. Annual retail sales of greeting 
cards are estimated between $7 and $8 billion.

•

The most popular Everyday card-sending occasion by far is Birthday, followed by a number of 
secondary occasions that include Sympathy, Thank You, Wedding, Thinking of You, Get Well, New 
Baby and Congratulations.

•

The most popular Seasonal cards are Christmas cards, with some 1.6 billion units purchased 
(including boxed cards). This is followed by cards for Valentine’s Day (145 million units, not including 
classroom valentines), Mother’s Day (133 million units), Father’s Day (90 million units), Graduation 
(67 million units), Easter (57 million units), Halloween (21 million units), Thanksgiving (15 million 
units) and St. Patrick's Day (7 million units).

•

Women purchase an estimated 80% of all greeting cards. Women spend more time choosing a card 
than men, and are more likely to buy several cards at once.

•

Greeting card prices can vary from 50 cents to $10 – with a price point for every consumer. The vast 
majority are between $2 and $4. (Total price per year include boxed cards.) The cost of a typical 
counter card, however, is between $2 and $4. Cards featuring special techniques, intricate designs 
and new technologies and innovations – such as the inclusion of sound chips and LED lights – as well 
as handmade cards, are at the top of the price scale.

•

Seven out of 10 card buyers surveyed consider greeting cards “absolutely” or “almost” essential to 
them. Eight out of 10 of these buyers expect their purchases to remain the same going forward. Of 
the balance, twice as many card buyers say they will "increase" their purchasing as say they will 
"decrease" their purchasing in the coming year.

•

Younger card buyers and those who are more technology savvy are currently the ones most engaged 
in buying paper greeting cards online.

•

Most people now acknowledge many more birthdays than ever before because of Facebook, but they 
aren’t necessarily sending fewer cards as a result.

•

The tradition of giving greeting cards as a meaningful expression of personal affection for another 
person is still being deeply ingrained in today’s youth, and this tradition will likely continue as they 
become adults and become responsible for managing their own important relationships.

•

From <https://web.archive.org/web/20131224113218/http://www.greetingcard.org/AbouttheIndustry/tabid/58/Default.aspx> 

12 Secrets of Greeting Card 
Designers
BY Jake Rossen
February 15, 2017

Getty

Although social media has made it easy to share your feelings with 

the press of a button, the market for old-fashioned analog greeting 

cards is still chugging along. The industry rakes in an estimated $5 

billion annually, led by card giants Hallmark and American 

Greetings and bolstered by hundreds of smaller start-ups.

At big and small firms alike, card designers are tasked with 

spending their days finding fresh ways to communicate love, 

sympathy, or holiday cheer. We spoke to a few of them to find out 

what it takes to stand out on the retail card racks.

1. THEIR CARDS ARE SURPRISINGLY PERSONAL.

In the card business, writers are constantly angling to capture a 

“universal specific,” or a common theme that sounds personal 

despite having appeal across the board. Matt Gowen, a staff writer 

at Hallmark, says that one of the best ways to arrive at that 

sincerity is to imagine you’re writing a card for one specific person 

in your life. “Starting with a real person and a real relationship 

gives you lots of little details to use,” he says. “Writing an 

anniversary card, I can think about my own wife.” A colleague of 

3.) Leave space for writing.

Vertical layouts have a conventional look and tend to more space efficient. These 

can be better for a more visually-balanced proportion of the card. Most store-

bought greeting cards are also displayed on racks, and subsequently, most people 

are used to this layout.

But if your cards sent by mail or given out by hand, a horizontal design might make 

more sense. Horizontal greeting cards can also be stood up while hiding the inside 

content, which makes this orientation a good choice for giving out at events such as 

dinners and fundraisers.
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at Hallmark, says that one of the best ways to arrive at that 

sincerity is to imagine you’re writing a card for one specific person 

in your life. “Starting with a real person and a real relationship 

gives you lots of little details to use,” he says. “Writing an 

anniversary card, I can think about my own wife.” A colleague of 

Gowen’s writes her Mother’s Day cards with her own mother in 

mind. “Her mom just loses it. It’s a lot of fun.”

From <https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/92137/12-secrets-greeting-card-designers> 

THERE ARE RULES FOR THE TOP THIRD OF THE CARD.

Kate Harper

Most card displays are front-facing, with only the upper third of the 

card exposed to shoppers. That means card designers need to try 

and capture your scanning eye with something that makes at least 

a little bit of sense even when it’s cut off from the rest of the pack. 

“You need to create a symbol, image, or word that immediately 

makes a person want to pick up the card from about a three to six-

foot distance, [which is] often how far someone is when they scan 

cards,” says Kate Harper, a freelance card designer. “For example, 

if it is a love card, adding a heart to the top third is helpful. It 

immediately communicates to the person passing by what the topic 

of the card is.”

3. THE REJECTION RATE IS HIGH.

Writers and designers at Hallmark are typically brought on group 

projects that are sorted according to holidays or themes, with a 

mandate to create anywhere from 100 to 150 cards for the 

occasion. Because standards are high, the vast majority of their 

ideas won’t make it into your hands. “If you write humor, which I 

do, a 10 percent acceptance rate is considered high,” Gowen says. 

“Most ideas end up in the trash. You learn to develop a thick skin.”

From <https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/92137/12-secrets-greeting-card-designers> 

THEY DON’T LIKE TO USE HUMAN FACES.

are used to this layout.

But if your cards sent by mail or given out by hand, a horizontal design might make 

more sense. Horizontal greeting cards can also be stood up while hiding the inside 

content, which makes this orientation a good choice for giving out at events such as 

dinners and fundraisers.

From <https://www.uprinting.com/blog/consider-design-greeting-card/> 

From <https://www.uprinting.com/blog/consider-design-greeting-card/> 

ick Complementary Colours
Not only do the colours you choose need to be complementary (go together), they also need to match 
the greetings card occasion. Here are a few colour suggestions for different types of cards.

Christmas Card Colours

There are the obvious reds and greens we all know and associate with Christmas, but we think there’s 
plenty of room for icy blues too! This Christmas card design uses jewel tones with ruby, emerald and 
gold to create a winter-y northern lights vibe that is a whole world away from the Father Christmases 
and candy canes we’re so used to.

From <https://www.instantprint.co.uk/printspiration/print -design-tips/how-to-design-a-greetings-card> 

Find a Font
Your font choice is really important for defining the character of your card – is it quirky? Is it bold? Is it 
elegant? Certain fonts connote certain things, and it’s important to find the right one for your greetings 
card design.

Cursive fonts, like the one below, are popular for wedding, sympathy and any other card that needs a 
personal, handwritten look. They give cards a polished, elegant look with a more serious tone.

From <https://www.instantprint.co.uk/printspiration/print-design-tips/how-to-design-a-greetings-card> 

From <https://www.slideshare.net/slideshow/embed_code/key/5eltw00v97Hu5u> 

A Tip to Help You Determine Your Card's Background 
Color. 

Nadzeya Kizilava/E+/Getty Images 
Many times beginners don't have a clue determining which colors to use. A simple way to get 
excellent results is to pick a color from the image you are using and make that your cardstock 
background color. Use one or two more colors from the picture to add similar colored 
embellishments and accents to your card.

From <https://www.thesprucecrafts.com/card-making-tips-and-tricks-4114150> 
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Hallmark

Ever wonder why cards feature an abundance of adorable animals 

or decapitated bodies? It’s because photographed human faces 

may make cards less appealing. “When people buy cards for 

someone, they have an idea of the person they are sending it to,” 

Harper says. “Maybe they are older, younger, or a different 

ethnicity than the person on the card. The buyer is asking 

unconsciously, ‘Does this look like my friend?’ Unless the images 

are completely humorous or retro, you rarely see photos of faces 

on cards.”

7. RED ENVELOPES ARE IFFY.

Greeting card companies worry a lot about colors. “Bright, upbeat 

colors stand out,” Harper says. “Browns, grays, and black and 

white don’t do as well.” That thinking also applies to envelopes, 

although some designers stay away from red. “It's best to not use 

red, since the post office has problems reading black ink on red 

envelopes.”

8. THERE’S A REASON SOME CARDS ARE BLANK—AND NOT 
FOR THE REASON YOU THINK.

While major companies often insist on having words on both the 

inside and outside of cards, McDowell says that customers have 

taken a liking to cards that are completely blank on the inside. “I 

learned that early on,” she says. “It's partially consumer-driven in 

that it's more flexible for consumers to write their own personalized 

message. It's also partially due to the fact that our cards, and all 

other boutique cards, are sold packed in individual plastic sleeves, 

together with their envelope, in order to protect the product in the 

store. Having blank insides eliminates the need for customers to 

open the packaging and see what's written on the inside.”

From <https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/92137/12-secrets-greeting-card-designers> 

The “WOW” Factor
We live in a fast-paced world filled with distractions that make it harder than ever to truly grab 
someone’s attention. A special message is awaiting the recipient of a greeting card and the first 
objective is to create a sensation of surprise that will cause them to both focus intently on that 
folded work of art in their hands while also tuning out the noise around them. This opens their 
mind and heart and amplifies the emotional effect you are trying to create for that special 
someone.
While cute or pretty or humorous, most greeting cards fall flat in creating that truly “wow” 
moment, so when looking for a greeting card, consider one that surprises you and captures your 
attention.

From <https://www.byawi.com/the-perfect-greeting-card/> 

The Message
We are not all gifted with an expansive vocabulary or are born with a creative, poetic mind. But 
no matter how bad we may think we are at putting words on paper and expressing our feelings, 
a handwritten message will always mean more to the recipient than the use of someone else’s 
words. There are two key reasons why. First, the receiver will recognize that you took the time 
and cared enough to invest in them. It sends a clear message that they are important to you, 
that there is a higher level of value in your relationship and a deeper sense of belonging. And 
according to Maslow’s Needs Theory, a sense of belonging is not just a ‘want’ but a ‘need.’
Second, greeting cards and their stock messages are printed in the thousands and distributed to 
retailers all over the country. Other people are sharing that same message or poem and that 
naturally takes a little bit away from the uniqueness of the moment.

From <https://www.byawi.com/the-perfect-greeting-card/> 

1. Use eye-catching colors and design elements.

Bold color palettes, striking fonts, and visually appealing design elements definitely help a card 
stand out. Keeping in mind that much of our advice stems from putting yourself in the card-
buyers’ shoes, we do encourage a bit of experimentation. For example, some designers might 
assume that all cards given to men should employ darker, masculine colors, but that’s not 
always the case. We welcome thinking outside the “color standards” box

From <https://www.minted.com/julep/2018/11/20/minteds-top-9-design-tips-for-creating-irresistible-greeting-cards/> 

2. Think carefully about the top third of the card.

The top one-third portion of a greeting card is valuable real estate because it’s the most visible 
area of cards when they’re placed on displays with overlapping rows. For that reason, we 
recommend taking advantage of the entire front of a greeting card. Even if a design element is 
only partially visible at the top of the card, it still helps improve sales potential. Please take this 
advice with a grain of salt—we’re not necessarily saying “don’t be minimalist” or “you must fill every 
pica of space,” but we are saying that small visual elements tend to go unnoticed.

From <https://www.minted.com/julep/2018/11/20/minteds-top-9-design-tips-for-creating-irresistible-greeting-cards/> 

3. Remember that design and copy go hand in hand.

If you’re a seasoned greeting card designer, you’ve probably heard the industry saying that “The 
art attracts and the verse sells.” This is definitely the case, and we suggest you read this blog 
post about how to write compelling greeting card copy. In short, good writing is a key factor to a 
card’s success, and it’s important to think of design and copy as a symbiotic relationship. Bonus 
points if your card copy and design are funny.

From <https://www.minted.com/julep/2018/11/20/minteds-top-9-design-tips-for-creating-irresistible-greeting-cards/> 

5. Consider designing outside and inside the card.

We share a similar tip in our copywriting article that applies to visual design as well. As you’re 
designing a card, visualize a customer’s viewing experience from the outside in, and consider 
including an appealing design inside that connects to the front of the card. Although some card 
designs succeed with just exterior content, keep in mind that the majority of greeting cards with 
our partner retailers include interior copy.
“Don’t force it, but on average, cards should include approximately two lines of interior copy,” 
advises a Minted greeting cards merchant. “Make sure the interior text or designs elements fill 
the space nicely —we want cards that don’t have tons of interior white space and we’ve started sizing 
up interiors by about 30% across the board.”
You’re welcome to include visual elements on both the left- and right-hand sides of the interior. 
The only rule of thumb for designing on the left-hand side is to avoid using full or dark colors, as 
they are more likely to smudge

From <https://www.minted.com/julep/2018/11/20/minteds-top-9-design-tips-for-creating-irresistible-greeting-cards/> 
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